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IT Essentials: PC Hardware and Software Labs and Study Guide (3rd Edition) (Lab Companion)Cisco Press, 2008
The IT Essentials: PC Hardware and Software version 4 course in the Cisco® Networking Academy® is designed to prepare you to take and pass the CompTIA A+ exams based on the 2006 objectives. You must pass both the A+ Essentials and one of the technician exams to earn the A+ certification. Chapters 1 through 10 cover the foundational...
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Introduction to Networks Companion GuideCisco Press, 2013

	Introduction to Networks Companion Guide is the official supplemental textbook for the Introduction to Networks course in the Cisco® Networking Academy® CCNA® Routing and Switching curriculum.


	 


	The course introduces the...
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Bioinformatics - From Genomes to TherapiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"This treatise on bioinformatics is an excellent reference set to use as additional reading in advanced undergraduate and graduate courses..."
    (ChemMedChem, October 2007)     

       Once again, Thomas Lengauer has succeeded in creating a comprehensive and immensely useful resource that meets even the high...
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Elimination Practice: Software Tools and Applications (With CD-Rom)Imperial College Press, 2004
This book is a tresure … will be welcomed by all who are active in the areaof elimination methods. -- Bruno Buchberger  Professor of Computer Mathematics  Johannes Kepler University, Austria     

       With a software library included, this book provides an elementary introduction to polynomial elimination in practice....
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Networking Foundations: Technology Fundamentals for IT SuccessSybex, 2004
The world of IT is always evolving, but in every area there are stable, core     concepts that anyone just setting out needed to know last year, needs to know     this year, and will still need to know next year. The purpose of the     Foundations series is to identify these concepts and present them in a way     that gives you the...
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Cloud Computing: First International Conference, CloudComp 2009, Munich, Germany, October 19-21, 2009Springer, 2010

	Welcome to the proceedings ofCloudComp 2009.


	Acomputing cloudis more thana collection of computer resources, because it provides
	mechanisms to manage those resources. In a cloud computing platform, software
	is migrating from the desktop to the "clouds," promising users, at any time and
	anywhere, access to their...
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Experience XSI 4: The Official SOFTIMAGE | XSI 4 Guide to Character CreationCourse Technology PTR, 2004
XSI is the next generation in digital animation software. It was used to create some of the first realistic CG characters developed for film and it continues to be used by artists and animators worldwide in new and creative ways and in many different fields-from computer games to the film industry, from commercials to music videos. This official...
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Gene CloningTaylor & Francis, 2006
In November 1973, a five-page paper was published in the prestigious journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA by Stanley Cohen, Annie Chang, Herb Boyer and Robert Helling from Stanford University in California. The title of the paper was “Construction of biologically functional plasmids in vitro”, and it described for...
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Statistical Software EngineeringNational Academy Press, 1996
The development and the production of high-quality, reliable, complex computer software have become critical issues in the enormous worldwide computer technology market. The capability to efficiently engineer computer software development and production processes is central to the future economic strength, competitiveness, and national security...
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Holographic ImagingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
This is a book about the three-dimensional imaging technique of holography. It covers the fundamental physical and optical principles of using diffraction to record and reconstruct images, human perception, and the history of holographic imaging with an approachable explanation of both basic and advanced holographic concepts. This authoritative...
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Brain-Computer Interfaces: An international assessment of research and development trendsSpringer, 2008
Brain-computer interface (BCI) research deals with establishing communication pathways between the brain and external devices where such pathways do not otherwise exist. Throughout the world, such research is surprisingly extensive and expanding. BCI research is rapidly approaching a level of first-generation medical practice for use by individuals...
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Remix and Life Hack in Hip Hop: Towards a Critical Pedagogy of Music (Youth, Media, and Culture)Sense Publishers, 2016

	Many hiphoppas labour to sustain Hiphop Kulture in their communities far from the big stages, world tours, and hit singles enjoyed by a shockingly few American hiphoppas. The creative labour of these few mega stars is calculated in billions of dollars. But for most hiphoppas, their creative labour may never get expressed in economic terms....
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